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Box 1:
Document #1: DeMohrenschildts 12/19/63-7/26/79
Summary: This folder has a list of declassified documents and includes information about the
DeMohrenshildts, from their childhood through the assassination and includes follow ups until the
mid-1960's.
Reports of Interest: List provided of items in Document 1.
1041-- Report which summarizes early information on the
DeMohrenschildts and gives other information about LHO.
742-- Report about facts uncovered in second interview of the
DeMohrenschildts
1395-- Information from Dept. Of State telegrams about the
DeMohrenschildts and their travel from Washington D.C. to meet with
Warren Commission.
Document 2: Mark Lane (Feb. 13, 1964 to Oct. 22, 1982, when documents were

the

withdrawn)

Summary: This folder contains information about Mark Lane, Oswald’s defense lawyer, from
1964 until the 1970's. He was present when officers arrested AWOL military personnel and his
actions to further his conspiracy theories are included.
Reports of Interest: Two sheets containing withdrawal notices stating that
documents were withdrawn because they contain otherwise restricted
information.
12-- Report on Lanes involvement in an altercation occurring when two
military officers were apprehending AWOL military personnel; Lane was
not
arrested.
1740-- Transcript of tape recording between Lane and Helen Markham,
witness to the Tippit shooting.
1382-- Report that foreign state officials heard Lane speak at a Budapest
conference, where he presented information about a conspiracy theory,
and
they were impressed by him.
Third Folder: George DeMohrenschildt (CO-2-34785) (No date given)
Summary: This box contains four pictures of DeMohrenschildt and two of DeMohrenschildt
and his wife.
Document 3: Lee Harvey Oswald

9/11/59-10/22/82

Summary: This folder contains information about the personal life and effects of LHO
including his medical files from the USSR and Marine service, autopsy report, diary, copies of
personal documents and letters, and fingerprint cards.
Reports of Interest: 487-- Letters written by LHO when in the USSR
1748-- Medical history from the USSR and suicide attempt
729-- LHO historic diary
732-- Copies of personal documents
1032-- Autopsy report on LHO
123-- Marine Corps medical file
Document 4: Marguerite C. Oswald 11/25/63-3/1/66
Summary: This folder contains information about Marguerite (Oswald’s mother), information
that she gave to the government, and her feelings about the government.
Reports of Interest:-- Letter describing Marguerite Oswald’s attempts to
have LHO’s discharge upgraded from undesirable to honorable
1557--Typical report by FBI on Marguerite Oswald’s activities
151--Transcript of interview with Marguerite Oswald on Nov. 25, 1963
732--This grouping contained many photocopies of materials such as
LHO’s
discharge from the Marines, birth certificates for his daughters, a
review form for his
discharge application, and employer pay stubs.
Loose-- Legal brief brought by the US government for the forfeiture of
rifle and revolver on the grounds that LHO used an alias to purchase
them, and the
purchaser (King) is fighting that.
Index about document 3 contents--LHO information
Document 5: Marina Oswald

11/23/63-9/17/64

Summary: This document contained information about Marina’s interviews and protection
after the assassination, the families activities, and background checks on their acquaintances.
Reports of Interest: 1590-- Marina told the FBI that after Walker was shot
at, LHO left to get a look at Nixon
1717-- Information about an interview with Marina where she talks about
the Walker incident and when she locked Lee H.Oswald in the bathroom
562-- Details of interview with Marina by FBI agents and translated

Box 2:
Document #6: Oswald, Robert (CO-2-34030) 11/25/63-12/30/63
Summary: Reports detailing the twenty-four hour protective services of Robert Oswald and
family; and background information on Robert Oswald.
Document #7: Pic, John E. (CO-2-34030) 11/22/63-9/15/64
Summary: Background of John E. Pic and interviews with him concerning his half-brother
Lee Harvey Oswald
Reports of Interest:17--Newspaper articles and reports detailing Lee
Oswald’s alleged defection to Russia.

Harvey

Document #8: Ruby, Jack (CO-2-34030) 12/5/54-1/9/67
Summary: Background information on Jack Ruby.
Reports of Interest: --List of dates and events concerning Jack Ruby.
736--Report of J. Ruby being in Dallas Nov. 21, 1963.
1007--Interview with J. Ruby after Oswald was shot.
646--Habeas Corpus Writ issued for Ruby
Document #9: Commission Correspondence (CO-2-34030) 12/3/63-10/20/64
Summary: Memo’s concerning documents received, wanted, or returned by the Warren
Commission; Correspondence from the USSS, the National Archives and the Warren Commission
declassifying files that were to be published.
Reports of Interest: 1814--Memo concerning the Nix assassination film.
1496--Memo concerning the notes SA Bennett took before JFK’s wounds
became general knowledge.
1781--Memo mentioning newspaper clippings to be included in a report.
1781(b)--List of extra Personnel in Dallas as a result of the assassination.
1745--Entry from Oswald’s diary.
1636--Travel record for JFK and FDR.
1608--Two tapes requested, concerning LHO in jail and his shooting.
1601--Tapes wanted from a Dallas TV station.
1500--Report of the search after the assassination.
1641--Allegations of misconduct by USSS men the night of Nov. 21, 1963

1379--JKF’s preferences on the placement of security on his Limo.
1353--Reports of Radio station and TV station tapes.
628--”Wanted for Treason” leaflet.
773--Handling of President’s Limo.
800--Report of the sightings of a man believed to be LHO in Mexico City.
Document #10: Dallas TV Tapes (CO-2-34030) 11/22/63-5/18/64
Summary: Transcriptions from TV stations and radio programs concerning the JFK
assassination
Reports of Interest: 236--A radio program transcript with Lee H. Oswald,
Ed Butler, Carlos Bringuier, Bill Slater, and Bill Stuckey on Cuba
Document #11: JFK Medical Reports 11/22/63 - 5/25/66
Summary: Medical reports gathered from various sources concerning the JFK assassination
Reports of Interests:--Autopsy reports of JFK
--pathological exam of JFK
1865--Statements telling Vice Adm. George G. Burkley to release all
material of JFK’s to Robert Kennedy’s custody
561--Statements from Parkland’s physicians and staff
--Letter requesting inspection of medical reports due to criticisms of the
WC report made in book form. A note follows indicating “probable
embarrassment” to the USSS
--Newspaper clipping concerning JFK’s brain
--Memo informing all present during autopsy not to reveal what they’ve
seen or heard

Box 3:
Other Agency’s Reports Document #12 (CO-2-34030) 11/5/47-3/20/64.
Summary: Background on Lee Harvey Oswald and Marina Oswald; Tax statements and other
federal documents concerning Jack Ruby and Oswald; Reports concerning the TSBD and Rifle
Ammunition; and background on Oswald’s trip to Mexico and Russia.
Reports of Interest: 1061--detailed background of Marina Oswald.
1081--Oswald’s attempted suicide written in his diary.
901--discussion of the use of neutron activation test to identify assassin.
944--Report on the rifle ammunition used by L.H. Oswald.
949--Oswald’s Mexican trip dates.
14--Correspondence of Oswald’s while trying to reenter the U.S.
157--Interviews with Oswald at the U.S. Embassy.
Document #13: Agent’s Statements (CO-2-34030) 11/22/63
Summary: An indexed folder of statements from each agent that was on duty in Dallas, TX.
when the president was shot.
Folder 1 Document # 14 (CO-2-34030) 11/26/63-10/15/76
Summary: This folder contains information about LHO’s personal items when they were
inventoried, security reports about the day of Nov. 22, 1963, and DPD phone logs from the time of
the assassination.
Reports of Interest:-- This is a letter from DPD stating it will cooperate
with the Freedom of Information Act in releasing JFK documents.
256-- No. 11176 contains an invoice of items found at the TSBD crime
scene; No. 11177 is an invoice from when LHO was arrested; No. 11178
from Ruth Paine’s house; No. 11194 was from 1026 N. Beckley.
992-- Security reports about protection of JFK on Nov 22, 1963; police
assignments; chronological report of events; and DPD security
investigation.
168--Phone logs for DPD between 12 pm and 2:30 pm on Nov. 22, 1963.
Folder 2 Document # 14 (CO-2-34030) 11/26/63-10/15/76

was

Summary: This folder contains the investigation of the Operational Security involving the
transfer of LHO on Nov. 24, 1963.
Reports of Interest: An envelope (first item in folder) containing copies of
pictures in LHO’s billfold at the time of his arrest at the Texas Theater.
909--This entire folder is #909 and contains the investigations of Nov. 24,
1963. There is a key and diagram of the parking area; reports on security
in the
city hall basement at the time of the shooting and officer statements
and assignments are
included too.
909-- This report gives information about Ruby, his non-cooperation, but
no notes were taken by officers.
Folder 1 Document #15 (CO-2-34030) 11/22/63-6/20/64
Summary: background of Oswald and Jack Ruby; Background on “The Cellar” where Ruby
hung out; and Medical information pertaining to JFK
Reports of Interest: 345--interview with Oswald after alleged defection to
Russia.
424--Dial D. Ryder’s involvement with Oswald’s rifle.
324--Oswald’s actions from the assassination to his arrest and the witness
statements of his actions.
338--Oswald’s interview by the Dallas police
341--Medical information provided by the USSS and the doctors at
Parkland.
199--Report lists content of LHO’s billfold and items that were seized in
the execution of a search warrant of LHO’s premises.
159--Report says that there is an enclosed film from a tv station that shows
the shooting of LHO by Ruby.
122--Information obtained that LHO was a member, but not an officer of
Fair Play For Cuba Committee.
108--Investigation shows A. Hidell ordered an Italian rifle from Klein’s
Sporting Goods, Chicago.
Document #15: JFK Medical Reports (CO-2-34030) 12/10/63-12/10/70
Summary: Memos concerning Harold Weisberg’s request and denial for access to JFK’s
Medical Records.

Box 4:
Folder 2 Document #15 (CO-2-34030) 12/3/63-12/10/63
Summary: Investigative reports, which focused mostly on Oswald and the events leading up
to and preceding the assassination of JFK.
Reports of Interest: 559--Information about where Oswald’s revolver was
manufactured.
515-- Partial information contained in a notebook found on Oswald when
arrested at the Texas Theater on Nov. 22, 1963.
447--Preliminary special Dallas report #2, covering the events immediately
following the assassination and the statements of Oswald’s arresting
officers and
includes his arrest report.
554--Interview of Marina Oswald, in which she states that Mrs.
Marguerite Oswald had information about the attempted assassination of
former
General Walker.
576--Letter detailing investigations as to whether LHO went to Mexico
before the assassination.
517A--Negative replies to FBI questions about LHO, guns, and a possible
trip to Mexico. He was identified as placing an order for Fair Play For
Cuba
pamphlets at one site in New Orleans.
517--Investigations failed to establish that the “Fair Play For Cuba
Committee” had offices at 544 Camp Street, New Orleans. No one was
found
who remembered seeing LHO at this address.
469--Witnesses to the J.D. Tippit murder were interviewed and their
statements collected and included. LHO is positively identified, and his
movements just prior to the shooting and shortly after were retraced.
Folder 3 Document #15 (CO-2-34030) 12/11/64-8/4/64
Summary: This folder contained mostly information on Oswald and Ruby and their possible
connections.
Reports of Interest: 656--Report explains how the bullet made its way to
the FBI after being found on a stretcher at Parkland Memorial Hospital.
689--Newspaper clipping about Karen Lynn Bennett, arrested for carrying
a gun to Jack Ruby’s bond hearing. She knew Ruby since she was a
at the Carousel Club, and he wired her $25 before he shot LHO.
281-283--Report gives results of handwriting tests performed on letter sent
to Ruby, threatening officials. Determined not to be written by prime

stripper

suspects.
705--Oswald alleged to have learned while in Mexico City in the latter
part of Sept. 1963 that there was a plot to assassinate Castro, and Kennedy
been advised of the same.
620--Investigation disclosed that the information furnished ( Ferrie
associated with LHO in New Orleans and trained LHO to use a rifle, etc.)
without foundation.
633--The precise trajectory of bullets striking Kennedy cannot be
positively ascertained by the resulting wounds. Statements obtained from
physicians who attended the President at Parkland Hospital.
641--Inquiries made in Dallas and in Ft. Worth to establish a chronology of
residences and places of employment for LHO from the time he returned
Worth from the USSR until Nov. 22, 1963
632--Additional info received from Marina regarding attempted
assassination of former General Walker. Also containing whereabouts of
during the month of Oct. 1962
563--Autopsy report obtained: Tippit struck (wounded) by three shots (4
bullets found). Bullets should be satisfactory for ballistics comparisons.

had

is

to Ft.

LHO

Folder 4 Document #16 (CO-2-34030) 11/28/63-3/31/64
Summary--This folder contained mostly information about LHO’s trip to the USSR and
information dealing with the assassination itself (wounds, treatment) as well as information about
video clippings.
Reports of Interest: 1274--Response to inquiry about televised interview
with physician regarding assassination. Tape was not found.
1256--Survey of broadcast recordings from radio and tv indicates approx.
200 hours of recordings available.
1203--Witnesses recall LHO from a trip from New Orleans to LeHavre,
France. Their contacts and conversation were limited.
1109--Response to inquiry about scars on Oswald’s left wrist. They were
not reported by DPD but are in the autopsy report.
1053--Describes Connally’s wounds.
969--Diagram and description of wounds suffered by Governor Connally
at the time of the assassination of Pres. Kennedy.
1349--List detailing contents of video from KRLD-TV Dallas.
1032--Dallas P.D.’s complete file on the attempted assassination of Gen.
Walker on April 10, 1963.
837--Secret Service investigation discontinued in Los Angeles on Dec. 18,
1963.

177--Information about DPD interviews of LHO up to the time he was
shot.
200--General info about LHO Marine guidebook, Cuban connections, and
Dean Andrew’s phone call from Clay Bertrand.
Folder 5 Document 15(CO-2-34030) 11/30/63-6/10/64
Summary: This folder contained a great deal of information about the investigation into the
“Wanted for Treason” file, Cuban information, and legal matters.
Reports of Interest: 1366--At the request of an US Attorney, a reporter,
Harry McCormick, was interviewed about possible information on the
“Wanted for Treason” leaflets.
--Information gathered on anti-Castro Cuban groups.
1571--Photos and reports on the three men who participated in the line up
at DPD headquarters after LHO was arrested on Nov. 22, 1963.
1505--Robert Surrey identified as the person for whom Klause printed the
“Wanted for Treason” leaflets.
1552--Affidavit of Inspector Kelley.
1567--Kelley wrote a memo about when he went to Dallas to assist in the
re-enactment of the assassination.
1516--Audio tapes and radio logs obtained from all radio stations in the
Dallas and Ft. Worth area that reported having any tape covering Nov. 22
1963.
1509--Information about what SAIC Sorrels did when Ruby shot LHO and
his conversations with Ruby.
1388--Information about bus travel between Dallas and Mexico City
attached.
1374--Top Secret document relating to assassination of JFK seen on the
seat of Hale Bogg’s car at the Baltimore airport.

- 25,

Box 5:
Folder 7 Document #15 (CO-2-34030) 4/6/65-3/30/67
Summary: William Somersett’s accusation of Robert Kennedy’s prior knowledge of an
assassination plot; Dean Adams Andrews attempted interview by the USSS; Oswald’s involvement
with the KKK; Mail order sale of allegedly official copies of JFK’s death certificate; report of a
copied training film
Reports of Interest: 269--William Somersett’s discussed mental condition
and fitness as a source of reliable information.
--A collection of articles appearing in New Orleans papers pertaining to
the Garrison investigation.
--Report of an assassination training film that was copied by Mr. George
W. Colburn and returned to Dallas.
Folder 1 Document #16: The Paines (CO-2-34030) 11/25/63-12/5/65
Summary: Ruth and Michael Paine’s background information; information of an informant
affiliated with the Johnson-Forest Group; mention of a Thomas Vallee
Reports of Interest: 330--George Paine’s connection to the Socialist
Workers Party.
671--Ruth Paine’s disclosure to an FBI agent, before the assassination, that
Oswald worked at the TSBD.
Folder 2 Document #16: The Paines (CO-2-34030) 2/10/64-4/6/64
Summary: Ruth and Michael Paine’s background information; and interviews with Fredrick
Fraley, Jr.
Reports of Interest: 1381--Fredrick Fraley, Jr. accuses the Young family of
expressing procommunist feelings.
1320--Connection is made between the Paines and the Forbe’s estate.
Folder 1 Document #17(CO-2-34030) 7/2/61-3/12/64
Summary: Reported Lee Harvey Oswald sightings; Oswald’s trip to Mexico and Russia;
transportation records trying to trace Oswald; Background on the Paine family and Lee Oswald; FBI
lab reports concerning the assassination of JFK; Background on Mark Lane

Reports of Interest: 506--Oswald was recorded as entering Mexico Sep.26,
1963 and leaving Oct. 3, 1963.
74--Lab report from the FBI with results from the examination of firearms,
spectrographic, microscopic analysis, fingerprints, document.
490--Custom records are examined for evidence of Oswald, his wife, or
mother entering Mexico, but came back negative.
103--Examination of the alleged rifle used in the assassination.
104--J. Edgar Hoover’s report to the USSS concerning the results of the
FBI’s findings on the assassination.
15--Oswald’s alleged defection to Russia
750--Interviews with Oscar Wyatt, friend to President Johnson; Harry
Nier; and Morris Rutland about possible knowledge of assassination plots.
1323--Friends of the Paines were connected with “The Folkdancer,” a
trade name for a mail order business in Cuba and South America.
--Mark Lane’s film and book “Rush to Justice.”
--Mark Lane’s antiwar activities and association with Jane Fonda and
Newton.
424--newspaper article about the man that mounted and adjusted a sight
on a gun for a man named Oswald.

Henry

Box 6:
FBI Repts. Folder

#2 Document 17: 12/4/ 63 - 4/20/64

Summary: Contains several FBI documents about Marina Oswald, Ruby and reports from FBI
laboratories on clothing from LHO and JFK.
Reports of Interest: 351-353--Laboratory analysis on the clothing worn by
LHO and JFK at the time of the assassination.
717--A list of all people with photographs or movies relating to the
assassination.
Two after 1147--Letter written to the Warren Commission voicing belief
that LHO was after Connally, not JFK.
One before 1329--A note outlining some sort of investigation.
1334--Report of Klein’s, Incorporated regarding assassination rifle and the
destruction of all 1962 serial numbers of rifles sold.
1313--Report on damage to windshield of Presidential limousine
1201--Statements from Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko, a Soviet defector, with
regards to LHO
FBI Repts. Folder

#4 Document 17:

10/31/ 63 - 8/23/79

Summary: A folder of formerly classified documents
Reports of Interest: Prior to 1148--Traces four documents classified secret
1148--A formerly confidential report about people speaking out against
the WC not soon after it was released

Box 7: 11/28/63-2/23/67
Exhibit 5: Texas School Book Depository
Summary: Photos of Dealey Plaza and Texas School Book Depository
Exhibit 5: Reconstructing the Assassination of the President
Summary: Photos of the reconstruction and Dealey Plaza
Exhibit 4: President’s Limo
Summary: Photos of the limo and interior of car
Exhibit 4: Still shots from the Zapruder Film with Negatives
Summary: Zapruder still shots with negatives
NNDC Warren Commission Files (T): (fifth folder in box): Empty
Exhibit 4: Lee Harvey Oswald
Summary: Pictures of LHO being shot, handing out leaflets, with rifle, and negatives
Exhibit 4: Photographs taken at the scene of the murder of Officer Tippit
Summary: Photos at the scene of Tippit’s murder
Exhibit 4: Photos of the Texas School Book Depository and the Texas Theater
Summary: Photos of the TSBD and the Texas Theater and a map of Dallas
Commission Exhibit [sic] # 392: President’s Limo
Summary: Photos of the limo after Kennedy was shot
Withdrawal Forms
Summary: Exhibits 6 and 7 of Trade Mart and shooting of LHO: checked out
File RG87 :Withdrawn from Ex. 4-5
Ex. 1 oversize: Placed in Box 15

Ex. 2 of Reconstruction File (Ex. 3): Checked out
Certain negatives are checked out
Exhibit 5: Photographs of the President’s Car
Summary: Interior and exterior shots
Exhibit #5: Photographs of JFK in the Motorcade
Summary: Photos of JFK before and after being shot
Unmarked folder on David Ferrie
Summary: David Ferries association with Oswald and alleged connection to the assassination.
Reports of Interest: 916--Activities of David Ferrie and Melvin Coffey on
dates after the assassination.

Negatives of the Presidents Limousine
Summary: Six negatives of the limo, and two of the Secret Service records
Exhibit #5: Photograph showing location of skull Fragments
Summary: One picture with arrows in Dealey Plaza
Exhibit #5: Oswald enters the Jail For a Line-Up And Press Conference 11/24/1963

Summary: Pictures of LHO at the press conference and the reporters
Correspondence Re: Disposition of Exhibits
Summary: There is a portion of the Federal Register
Exhibit #5: Photographs of LHO passing out Circulars in New Orleans
Summary: There are photos and negatives
Withdrawal notice:

Summary: Exhibit 7 film re: the Trade Mart in Dallas: withdrawn from box 8 (Doc 18) for
preservation purposes
Exhibits #5: Mrs. Lee Harvey Oswald
Summary: Three pictures of Marina Oswald

Box 8: Nov. ‘61-12/22/69
Exhibit #9:
Summary: Notice that WWL-TV film showing LHO and someone else passing out circulars
in New Orleans: withdrawn for preservation; Exhibit 10: WDSU radio recording of LHO on 8/21/63
withdrawn
Empty Envelope
Exhibit 8:
Summary: Note of Harold Weisburg letter was enclosed with a copy of the WDSU film
Exhibit 10: Note that it was the WDSU recording
Withdrawal Notices:
Summary: Exhibit 11, duplicate copies of tapes one and two, interviews of Marina Oswald
on 11/24/63, withdrawn for preservation; Unidentified Exhibit #: copies tapes of Marina interview
Exhibit 11 Envelope: EMPTY
Withdrawal Notice:
Summary: Exhibit 12-- tapes, copies of Ex. 11, tapes 3, 4, & 5 of Marina interview for
preservation; Bx 10-- Tapes 1-a, 1-b, 1-c, withdrawn for preservation
Exhibit 12 Envelope: EMPTY
Unlabeled Envelope: EMPTY
Withdrawal Notices:
Summary: Ex 19-- Motion picture film, “Nix”
Ex. 20-- Zapruder film: 2 copies made by Life for Secret Service
Ex. 18-- Drew Pearson radio broadcast of Nov. 30, 1963
Ex. 14-- Recording of Robert Oswald and Marguerite on Nov 25-26, 1963
Ex. 15-- Tapes of interview of Mrs. Oswald
Doc. # 1172: Film of assassin by Nix

Exhibit 19 Envelope: EMPTY
Exhibit 20 Envelope:
Summary: Memos about the Zapruder film, negatives of film, and Kodak box the film was in
Exhibit 17: Colored Slides
Summary: Slides of the motorcade and day of the assassination
Exhibit # 18: Robert E Croft negatives
Summary: Negatives from Nov. 22, 1963
Exhibit #20:
Summary: 2 copies of a letter form LIFE magazine about their claim to the Zapruder film and
their control of it.
Checkout Notice
Summary: Exhibit 23 in box 15 is checked out
Exhibit 21 Envelope
Summary: Recordak film taken by DPD of all physical evidence prior to surrendering it to the
FBI
Exhibit # 22: Protective Research Section November 61-November 63
Summary: A report on the threats, dangers to the President and included a breakdown of
investigations in Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, El Paso, and those which were not investigated in
Texas

Box 9:
Summary: [This box contained volumes of the investigation into the deaths of President
Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald.]
Investigation Of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy

November 22, 1963

Summary: This document contained three parts.
I: The information about the assassination of JFK and the identification of LHO as
shooter
II: Sets forth evidence that LHO is the killer
III: Sets out exhibits that accompany this report
Vol 1 of the Exhibits which accompany the first document
Summary: This includes pictures of LHO, the bullet, crime scene, Dealey Plaza, rifle, etc
Vol 2 of the Exhibits which accompany the first document
Summary: This includes the handwritten notes of LHO, drafts of papers, articles, letters, and
his “historical diary”
Vol 3 of the Exhibits which accompany the first document
Summary: This includes letters to LHO, and other documents which prove his Soviet
connections
Investigation of the Killing of Lee Harvey Oswald

Dallas, Texas

November 24, 1963

Summary: This report covers the killing of Oswald by Jack Ruby
Investigation of the Killing of Lee Harvey Oswald
Supplemental Report

Dallas, Texas November 24, 1963

Summary: This covers additional investigations concerning the killing of LHO by Jack Ruby
The Assassination of President John F. Kennedy November 22, 1963
Oswald
November 24, 1963
Visual Aids

and the Killing of Lee H.

Summary: The exhibits section gives a listing of visual aids, assassination site photos, and
Oswald killing site photos. The Narrative lists the order of events of the assassination and film

footage.
footage.

The last section gives information about the Oswald killing, the order of events, and film

Box 10:
Secret Service Documents Recvd from CIA 3/77: 11/23/63-4/10/64
Summary: USSS reports dealing with taped interviews; Oswald’s correspondence, notebook,
and background material including the transcript and notes of an interview with Oswald after his
alleged defection.
Reports of Interest: 515--Information on the notebook found on Oswald
517--Information of Oswald’s cousin Marilyn Murrett; possession and
practice with the rifle; and pamphlets “FPCC” origins.
487--Letters written to Robert Oswald from Lee H. Oswald while in
includes will.
407--Summary of New Orleans investigation
319--USSS reports on interviews in regards to Lee H. Oswald
641--Chronology of residences and places of employment for LHO from
the time he returned to Fort Worth from the Soviet Union till 11-22-63.

Russia;

Box 11:
Summary: This is a grouping of index cards which serve as an index, listing Secret Service
documents by box and folder, but it is inaccurate.

Records of the JFK Assassination Records Collection Box 1of 1:
RG87: Doc 17: [Open--needs RIF]: 12/17/63-10/24/75
Summary: This folder includes FBI reports recently declassified on the Paines, Mark Lane, A.
J. Hidell, Jean Hill, Leon Cooke, and Jack Ruby.
Reports Of Interest: 1402-- Information on Lane, meetings, and theories
1139-- This reports gives information about how stores are taking more
precautions with selling guns in the mail

RG87 Records of the US Secret Service Box No. 1 (NN3-087-095-001):
Secret Service Shift Reports November 1-November 12 [1963]
Secret Service Shift Reports November 13-November 22 [1963]
Summary: Both of these folders contain the reports of Secret Service Agents on White House
Detail and guarding the Presidential family.

